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Before my internship, I always thought that advocacy played a bigger role than science

did in the field of limiting environmental toxins. I thought that if enough people learned about

harmful environmental toxins that are in our personal care products just by advocates, then more

legislative progress could be made in terms of regulating these toxins in products that people use

daily. One major theme throughout my internship with Dr Laura Vandenberg from UMass

Amherst was how bridging the gap between science and advocacy is needed to bring change.

I first came to this realization when I got the opportunity to meet with two public health

advocates, thanks to this wonderful internship: Karen Wang from the Collaborative on Health

and the Environment as well as founder of the organization, Because Health, and Charlotte

Brody from the BlueGreen Alliance. During the interview, Charlotte Brody expressed how a

good scientist always doubts their findings because science is always changing. However, she

mentioned that advocates can fight this doubt by putting noncorporate money into research and

defending scientists studying enviornmental toxins so that future scientists won't be afraid to take

risks. For example, I learned in my interview with Karen Wang that she hosts webinars with

different scientists around the country to see their most recent findings in the world of

environmental health. This is when I realized that science and advocacy are meant to be a lot

closer together than what I originally portrayed.

The interviews with breast cancer advocates were incorporated into 2 podcast episodes,

the first episode focused on the role advocates play and the second episode focused on individual



solutions to limit exposure to environmental toxins. I worked on the second episode with my

group, and though we did find that there are some state regulations that limit exposure of harmful

toxins, for example, the ban on hydrofracking in parts of Pennsylvania, Delaware, New Jersey,

and New York, we wrapped up our episode by emphasizing our biggest solution to

environmental pollutants is research.

After we learned of the different components of the mammary gland, we spent the last

week of our internship analyzing mammary glands of mice exposed to different chemicals on the

software ZEN Lite, one of Dr Vandenbergs students was very helpful to show us how to take

these measurements of the fourth inguinal mammary gland on this software. We measured each

terminal end bud area, the ductal area, and the lymph node. I looked at the fourth inguinal

mammary gland of the offspring who had mothers that were exposed to teratogens while

pregnant. Teratogens are prescription drugs that the mother has to take on a regular basis in order

to protect herself from becoming ill during the pregnancy. It was so interesting to look at

different images of the fourth inguinal mammary gland of mice exposed to teratogens and see

which images looked similar and which stood out from each other.

It is clear to state that this internship completely changed my perspective on advocacy

and science. I now know that advocacy and science work very close to each other. I realized if I

want to become an advocate in the future I should be putting some more time researching

scientific findings on environmental toxins. I would like to thank Laura Vandenberg for this

wonderful internship and for her believing in us every step of the way, I never thought I would

be recording a podcast episode, interviewing breast cancer advocates, and analyzing mammary

glands of offspring exposed to teratogen in the womb, all in 4 weeks. I would also like to thank

the Great Neck Breast Cancer Coalition for this incredible opportunity.


